IMPORTANT: DO NOT attempt to remove the screw on the back of the arm. It is not meant to be removed and may break the handle if attempted.

1) Un螺丝 the handle-lever from the round "middle" section of the handle. Grasp the handle lever, holding the whole assembly with your other hand, turn the lever itself counter-clockwise to unscrew it.

2) Remove the middle section, and the base of the handle from the handle stem and arm. Then unthread the handle base from the brass mounting piece - this unscrews clockwise. (At this point the entire assembly should be in several pieces.)

3) From inside the tank – Insert the brass mounting piece only into hole in the tank with the arm-stop(s) positioned so that the arm will rest horizontally.

4) From outside the tank - Thread the handle base only into the hole in the toilet tank and the brass mounting piece.

** DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN - Over tightening can easily crack the tank ***

5) Insert the handle stem through the mounting piece from inside the tank.

6) Place the middle piece of the handle body on the stem with the hole(s) on the side aligned to accept the handle-lever (as shown in picture). Insert the stem of the lever into the middle piece and tighten until snug.

7) Test the movement of the lever to make sure its been aligned properly, then attach the flapper chain and test with a flush. Make adjustments as needed.

Tip: If needed, the flat brass arm can be bent *slightly* toward the front or back of the tank as needed; its recommended that you do this prior to the final installation of the arm.